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Greaseball, American Pale Ale
Resinous pine and citrus with a delicate rounded 
mouthfeel and malty backbone. Hoppy with a 
lingering bitterness in the finish.

Lingonberry & Sloe, Fruited Sour
A heavily fruited, thick, jammy modern sour ale 
made with fashionable lingonberries and seasonal 
sloes and fermented with Brick Brewery’s house 
Lactobacillus and Kveik yeast.

Rob Doesn’t Like Sours,  
Raspberry Berliner Smoothie
Tart, creamy and packed with raspberry! This  
is the perfect beer for brunch, skip the mimosa  
or belini and try this on for size, you’ll love it!

Flex, California Pale
In a move away from the recent haze craze this 
California pale brings back the crisp and more 
bitter finish of a West Coast pale with sticky pine 
and citrus character.

Battle Royale Amarillo,  
Single Hop Pale
The latest version of Disruptions “Battle Royale” series 
of single hop focused pale ales. This month’s subject 
… the orangey, grapefruity goodness of Amarillo!

Tropical Pale
Another belter from Arbor. Generous additions  
of Citra, Ekuanot, Mosaic and Columbus explode 
out of the glass in this hazy 6.8% IPA.

Shambala, IPA
Another belter from Arbor. Generous additions  
of Citra, Ekuanot, Mosaic and Columbus explode 
out of the glass in this hazy 6.8% IPA.

Big Idea, Oatmeal Stout
Smooth, easy drinking with biscuit, nut and subtle 
coffee flavours, with a medium sweet vanilla finish.

Cwtch, Red Ale
Tiny Rebel from Newport, South Wales has made 
a big splash these last 4 years with some unique 
beers, so it can be easy to forget that it all started 
with Cwtch, “The 2015 Champion Beer of Britain”.

Citra T90, Session IPA
Modern legend Oakham Citra gets a makeover. 
Now left unfiltered and hopped exclusively with 
T90 pellets giving a supercharged and more 
concentrated dose of everything that is Citra!

 

Calico Pale 
An easy drinking pale ale with balanced bitterness 
along with grapefruit and marmalade aroma.

Surrey XPA, Extra Pale Ale
A great session ale from Dorking, in Surrey.  
Oats add some heft in the mouthfeel and a mix  
of American and English hops provide some 
aromatic complexity in this thirst quencher.

 

Next month we will be heading to  
London-based Mondo Brewing ...
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Plus,  
2 FREE 
beers!

If you fancy a change, you can swap to one of our other cases  
at any time via your account at brewrepublic.co.uk/account



This month, we have the pleasure of introducing 
you to Sam and Rob (and Rodney the dog!)  
who own Gorgeous Brewery. Based in the  

North London village of Highgate, they run a seven 
day operation of both the brewery and The Bull pub  
which they own and operate. 

The brother and sister duo have beer in their veins! 
Their grandmother grew up in a pub and entertained 
them both with countless stories as kids. No surprise 
that they asked her pull one of the first pints in their 

pub back when they first opened in 2016. 

Rob and Sam have a brilliant team behind them, 
assisting in running a top-notch craft brewery  
where everything is made by hand, with patience  
and the best ingredients. 

This month, you’ll have the pleasure of enjoying their 
beer in your case. Learn more about Gorgeous Brewing 
in our “Meet the Brewers” article on our website. 

Cheers comrade!
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